We distinguish between, and discuss the applicability of, two levels of rigidity in collision modeling.
Introduction
Modeling collisions, the brief strong contact interactions of solid bodies, is of inter tions including robotics and general multibody dynamics simulations and to help comple mechanics, which does not include a settled approach to constitutive laws for contact. models of mechanical systems, an extremely popular and useful idealization of a solid rigid body . The world of ideal rigid bodies has clear and well de ned rules for how object the action of forces and moments, as well as how ideal constraints like perfect rolling, ing, and frictionless joints restrict the motions of systems of objects. To complete rigid bodies, rules are required for frictional contact, dissipative rolling, and (th collisional contact.
The rules for determining the e ect of collisions on motion are expressed as collision tunately it is not completely understood how general, sensible collision laws might be good the underlying assumptions are behind the laws that areavailable; and how meaningful, physically the predictions of these or any other laws really are in a world of not-truly-rigid bod One part of modeling collisions involves the role of rigidity in the collision mech this paper is to help clarify the use and limitations of two di erent concepts of rigi collision modeling.
Deformations and displacements during collisions
Confusion in the discussion of rigid-body collision models stems in part from the oxymor the topic. The motion of rigid bodies that have collisional contact is determined by contact f are governed by their deformation . No matter how sti an object or how well it is idealized as r non-collisional context, its deformations determine its collisional forces and thus th
Remotely applied tractions, or inertial terms, act over a large region
Outer boundary of region of intermediate size; contact stresses have decayed to small magnitudes of the same order as the applied traction
Small contact region; contact stresses are large compared to remotely applied tractions A collision of two solid objects is shown schematically in Fig. 1 . There is a small deformation near the initial contact point C . Outside but near this region is a reference point R .A typical point in the body is shown as P . T h ei s s u ea th a n di st ow h a te x t e n tt h ep o i n t s C, R,a n d P in one body may be viewed as rigidly linked.
The issues that arise can be illustrated with some classic examples of static contact. Consider Hertzian contact between two frictionless, elastic spheres pressed togeth applied, equal and opposite forces (including possibly smooth D'Alambert inertial ter F (for a detailed solution, see Johnson, 1985) . Important features of such contact inter contact region is small compared to the overall dimensions of the contacting bodies, and stresses, and the associated deformations, decay rapidly at large distances from the c spheres and other non-conforming 3D elastic contact problems stresses decay like 1 =r 2 , where r is the distance from the contact region. Large portions of the contacting spheres move with relati deformation. As a result, the net relative displacement between typical points P , say the centers of the spheres, can be accurately calculated without knowledge of exactly where and how the remote forc (i.e., F ) are applied on the spheres. For 3D contact that is su ciently smooth in time, displacement between pairs of points that are not in the contact-deformation regions R 1 and P 1 ,o r P 1 and P 2 ) can be accurately calculated by treating the spheres as rigid everyw in a small, localized contact region.
Consider next the longitudinal contact of long narrow bars. In this case the deformat of the rods (i.e., terms like FL=AE whereF is the force, E is Young's modulus, and L=A is the ratio of length to cross sectional area) will usually dominate any contact deformation and the m points on the two rods can be well approximated without including any extra contact compl is the region from C toR may be represented as arbitrarily small and rigid.
In contrast to the two cases above, consider the case of Hertzian contact between cylin strain or disks in plane stress. In these cases the stress eld decays slowly enough =r)t h a t the deformations are not localized near the contact region. As a result, the net rela between the centers of the cylinders, say, cannot be determined without knowledge of exa where the external forces are applied on the contacting cylinders (despite the fact tha from the contact region, say between R 1 and P 1 , are small).
In the case of spheres the deformation between R andP can be neglected. In the case of longitud contact of long rods the deformation between R and C and be neglected. And in the case of disks an cylinders both contact and far eld deformations are important for determining moti points on the body.
In general point-contact problems, qualitative features common to the cases of sphere described above, are expected for a useful range of material properties and of object involved, are (a)the contact stresses are large, the contact region is small or negligible (b)local contact stresses decay rapidly with distance from the contact region;
(c)the contact region stresses an deformations do not depend on the details of the remote tractions, but only depend on th contact force (and possibly its history { see e.g. Mindlin and Deresiewicz (1953) ); an (d)there is an intermediate-sized region inside which the interaction is pseudostatic, and outside whi small deformations. The true contact region and intermediate size region are much sma colliding objects.
The contact point and contact region deformation
In this paper, we only discuss single-point collisions although the ideas are relevan collisions at multiple points 1 . The material contact point on one body is the point C where contact is rst made. On the other hand, when paying attention to the motion of a body overall a reference contact point R , which is not a material point, is used. In common practice this is the position that the material poin C would have if not for local contact stresses. For example if the body is e ectively rigid but for deformations, point R is the point in space that is the same distance from points interior as was material point C before the collision 2 .
Since we assume apriori that the region of contact is small compared to the size of the bod momentum relations are only slightly a ected by the choice of which point in the contact region is used for the application of the collisional impulse. So, with little loss of a point R can be taken as any material point in the body that is slightly removed from the lo region. This de nition allows a clearer picture of a contact mechanism acting in series deformation in the body as a whole.
1 Multiple simultaneous collisions are modeled by various authors (see e.g., Pfei er and Glocker, 1996), by Ivanov (1995) , these problems are more ill-posed than single-point collision problems.
2 It is not clear that there is a precise meaning to the concept of extrapolating the position of a material neglecting local contact deformations in all cases. In particular this extrapolation is probably not uniqu elastic objects with Hertzian contact. Nonetheless, the concept of an extra contact deformation that i bulk deformation seems useful, and is used here.
pseudo-static contact deformation
Reference point R on body 1 Contact region acts as a massless, pseudo-static interaction mechanism between the reference R 1 and R 2 on the two bodies. The interaction mechanism can be any passive mechanism includi spring/dashpot/friction elements or Hertz contact.
In any case, our de nition of contact-region deformation is the relative displacemen points R 1 and R 2 during the collision. If one of the objects, say body 2, is much more rig other then its initial contact point C 2 may be used for its reference point R 2 . Finally, if additionally the deformation does not involve tangential deformation or slip, then the point C 1 may be used as the reference point R 2 . Thus for qualitative purposes one may think about the contact-region d as occuring between points R and C on one body. Figure 3 : (a) Force F acts at point C on an object { R is a reference point, and P is a typical point; (b) 1D Cartoon: between C and R is contact deformation and between R and P is deformation of the full body.
We illustrate the ideas with the one-dimensional cartoon shown in Fig. 3b as well as special in Figs. 4a-c. Figure 3b shows the cartoon idealization of a solid body. The contact C and a nearby reference point R are separated by a massless contact deformation mechanism. The poin R and point P are separated by the small deformation mechanics of the bulk of the body.
A presentation of the same ideas with 3D many-degree-of-freedom or continuum exampl add kinematic and dynamic complications much more than clarity. In studying the dynamics of a 'real' object as sketched in Fig. 3a , one often makes t assumption of rigidity. For a 'rigid' object, the change in distance between any pair of p is zero for all time. Under the assumption of rigidity, the kinematics of the object is si the velocity of any material point P relative to the material point C is given by the cross product o the object's angular velocity vector and the position vector from P toC , i.e., v C = v P + ! r C=P : Consider the cartoon in Fig. 4a . If a smooth, bounded force F (t) is applied at point C , then the acceleration of the block, i.e. point R (orP ), is F=m . The acceleration of point C isnotF=m , due to the deformation of the spring. However, the limiting case of in nitely sti spring well-de ned. The motions of both points, C and R , may be treated as identical if we ignore some vanishingly small-amplitude phenomena. In energy calculations, the work done by the almost totally converted to kinetic energy of the block, with a vanishingly small port the dashpot. In this sense, for smooth motions under bounded forces, 'in nitely sti criterion for describing 'ideal' rigid behavior. We need not examine the relative rate k and c approach in nity, i.e., quantities like the limiting value of c= p mk . A similar analysis of the model in Fig. 4c , and hence for the model in Fig. 3b , also unambiguous in nitely-sti limit for smooth forces. A similar analysis for the case of boundary motions (i.e., imposed velocities at boundary points) also shows a clear rigi For smoothly applied forces, or for displacement boundary conditions that don't the the rigidity condition, 'rigid' may generally and unambiguously be taken to mean 'no This ideal rigidity de nition, where points C ,R ,and P keep xed distances, is consistent with thi of rigidity as a high sti ness limit and does not lead to paradox.
Ideal rigidity is not well de ned for collisions
We now consider the motion of a solid in collision. In the case of collisions the limit { for which the distances between points C ,R ,a n d P stay xed { does not lead to a unique outcome Consider the system in Fig. 4a colliding with a rigid wall as in Fig. 4b . In this case, of compression at the end of which the block is momentarily at rest, followed by a period or rebound during which the block accelerates away from the wall. At the end of compressi the energy of the block has been absorbed by the spring/dashpot. Some of it subseque to the block, while the remainder is dissipated. If we now make the spring and dashp interaction with the wall occurs over a smaller time period. In the limiting case of k !1 ,w eh a v ea n instantaneous 3 'collision'. However, the entire energy of the block still goes into the spring and d at the end of the (in nitely short) compression phase, and what fraction of it is re on the limiting value of c= p mk (see, e.g., Chatterjee (1997) or Brogliato (1996) for sligh treatments). Thus, there is no single, unambiguous 'ideal rigid' limit for this model an bodies in general.
That is, various degrees of rebound, energy dissipation, etc., are possible in the i To predict such quantities, we need to make additional hypotheses about the collisional interaction 6 What is a rigid body collision law?
Given a pair of colliding rigid bodies (or mechanisms composed of rigid bodies connected less constraints) in known con gurations and with known pre-collision velocities, and parameters (which could be coe cients of friction, restitution, material properties, tion like local surface shape, etc.) a collision law predicts either the impulse applied by one obje the other, or the velocities of the objects after the collision.
We assume, as do most modelers explicitly or implicitly, several additional feature sion. All contact forces are in a small contact region; before and some time soon after velocities of points in the bodies are described with rigid-body dynamics relations; of the bodies does not change appreciably during the collision (i.e., the displacemen bodies are small compared to the sizes of the bodies); and during collision the collisio bigger than other forces or O (! 2 ) inertial forces. These assumptions imply that the net change in linear momentum, angular momentum, an of the bodies can be determined by their pre-and post-collision rigid-body velocities velocities. Also, the contact interaction is summarized by the net resultant contact and oppositely applied to the contacting bodies at their contact points).
If one wants to express the collision law directly in terms of the motions of the b motions chosen must be such that they satisfy the basic momentum relations.
Since the contact impulse itself determines the change of linear and angular momentum the collision law can be expressed in terms of a calculated contact impulse.
With this point of view, linear and angular momentum balance relations are not part o law. They are used in conjunction with the collision law to determine the net motions.
De nitions of rigidity in collisions
We are going to consider rigidity in the context of a contact force acting on a small r for a small amount of time. The concepts of rigidity then have to do with the motions of C , R ,a n d P in Figs. 1 or 3 on one body due to these forces. The material contact point C is sometimes used as a stand-in for R on an opposing body to simplify the discussion. As a detailed example we consider the two-mass cartoon model of Fig. 3b for the special in Figs. 4a-c.
Force-response rigidity
We refer to an object as e ectively force-response rigid in a given collision if (a)a well-de ned pseudo static contact region ( R 1 toR 2 orR toC ) can be identi ed, as discussed in previous sections, (b) deformations in the colliding object, at all times including during the collision, are negligible outsid the 'contact point'. Force-response rigidity is the strongest sense in which a body may rigid during a collision.
Away from the contact region, such an object behaves like an ideal rigid body movin action of a concentrated force acting at the contact point.
Since this contact force is large, the dynamic behavior of the object is in some sense the linear relation between the contact force vector F and the acceleration of the contact point, v a c , of the form F = Ma c , where M is a second order tensor with units of mass, that include of mass, rotational inertia and kinematic constraints, and that expresses the net ani encountered by a force acting at that point 4 (this inertia tensor or 'mass matrix' is well known e.g., Batlle (1993) and Smith and Liu (1992) ).
Given that real bodies do deform, the approximation being made in force-response rigi contact-region relative displacements are much greater than the relative displacements behavior between points removed from that region.
To test the notion that the full system is force-response rigid one can perform the fo First assume the body is force-response rigid and calculate (using the mechanics of the the initial velocities and the mass tensor M ) the time history of the net contact force. Then appl force to a more realistic model of the body as a whole to check that the relative displaceme second calculation are much smaller than the displacements from contact deformation.
In our 1 dimensional cartoon this corresponds to rst using the model in Fig. 4b an the force history thus found on the model in Fig. 4c and checking that the displacements calculation are relatively much smaller.
Numerical Example: The ideas given above are demonstrated using a numerical example, results shown in Fig. 5 . For illustration purposes let us assume that the contact force model in Fig. 4b is a constant force F over a time interval t with a net impulse P = F t.W en o w examine the behavior of the system in Fig. 4c for di erent sti ness ranges of the spring impulse-response (weak) rigidity (k=300, c=10 ) force-response(strong) rigidity (k=30000, c=100 ) In the gure, the velocity of the mass m 1 is shown as a function of time. It is seen that for inc k and c (for simplicity, holding c= p km constant), the response of the system approaches that pre by force-response rigidity. The reference point R on mass 1 follows the second order Newton-Eul dynamics relations based on the entire mass of the system.
Another way of describing this situation is that the settling time for vibrations whole are much less than the contact interaction time. If k and c are so large that transient motion decay quickly compared to t, and their magnitudes are small compared to the overall motion system, during tthe system may be treated as rigid in a strong sense. During the application impulse the equation F ma 1 applies (where a 1 is the acceleration of block 1). If a body is well described as force-response rigid the net collision impulse can onl material behavior in the contact deformation region, the relative velocities of the con collision, and the mass tensor M . That is, the collision impulse cannot depend on any aspects shape or mass distribution of the object or mechanism that are not encompassed in M (see Chatterjee, 1997) . This is the basic rationale behind incremental collision laws.
Impulse-response rigidity
We refer to an object as e ectively impulse-response rigid in a given collision if (a)displacements are small compared to the dimensions of the object, everywhere and at all times during the (b)the object has well-de ned rigid-body motions before and after the (brief) collision
For such an object, the net impulse vector transmitted in the collision is related to the velocity of the contact point, vector v c , by an impulse-momentum relation of the form P = M v c , whereM is the same second order tensor with units of mass, described earlier, that woul the bodies were they force-response rigid.
That is, an object is rigid in the weaker impulse-response sense if it moves enough l before the collision and soon enough after that its momentum, angular momentum, and en calculated accurately using rigid body relations with the same con guration (position after the collision as before.
It is suprising to some that the mass matrix has a well de ned use and meaning in the int of the momentum equations even for cases where it is not meaningful during the period o In the cartoon model there is a range of k and c for which the transients decay on a time sc comparable to t. In this range of sti ness, the system is rigid in a weak sense { on time scales long compared to the time scale of the impulse, before and after butnot during the application of the impulse, the system moves essentially like a rigid body. The net di erence between the collision rigid-body-like motions is accurately described by rigid body impulse-momen other words, the collisional behavior of the object is well-described by P = m v 1 (wherev 1 is the velocity of block 1) even though the equation F = ma 1 is highly inaccurate, since the acceleration each block, during the application of F , is the sum of F=(m 1 + m 2 ) and a non-negligible transient par Note that the acceleration of the center of mass of the system, during the applicatio F , isF=(m 1 + m 2 ) and the net change in the velocity of the center of mass is P=(m 1 + m 2 ), independent of internal details like k and c, since momentum balance holds for the entire system at all The accelerations of the individual blocks depend on k and c, and cannot be found if the system i approximated as a single rigid body. The velocity of each block, after application of P , is equal to P=(m 1 + m 2 ) after transients die out, and so the net change in velocity can be found by approximating the system as a single rigid object.
Impulse-response rigidity is accurate for a much wider range of collisions than force-r If a body is only impulse-response rigid there is no reason to expect that collision on the local deformation mechanism, the incoming velocity di erence, and the mass tenso M should be accurate. Aspects of the body not encompassed in M are likely to be important determinants of collisional impulse. But it is still true that the net jumps in velocities of all points collisional impulse and that the mass tensor M helps in the expression of reasonable bounds on po collisional impulses (see Chatterjee (1997) for a detailed discussion). This is the basic algebraic collision laws.
Non-rigidity
Finally we consider a case where rigidity does not even apply in the weak impulse respo though most of our assumptions may be satis ed.
If the spring and dashpot in Fig. 4c are soft, so that the time scale of the decaying tr settling time) is long compared to the interaction time t, the system is not yet ready for rigid-b approximations until a time long after the contact period.
We might possibly consider the system to be rigid in an average sense, in that it ha mean rigid-body motions, before and after the application of the impulse. However, for three dimensional bodies that are, say, vibrating, it may not be possible to de ne a 'me rigid-body motion. That is, since angular momentum is not the derivative of any co con guration variables, the angular velocities that correctly predict the angular mome reference moment of inertia may not integrate to give the change in average orientation 8 Algebraic, incremental and full-body deformation rigid body colli sion laws
There are three general approaches to nding the net resultant collisional impulse. Inincremental collision laws, force-acceleration and angular momentum balance equation to describe the dynamics during the collision. That is, incremental collision laws use for rigidity. The collision is modeled using a pseudo-static local-deformation calculation mass matrix M (or a rigid body dynamics calculation equivalent to using M ). Incremental laws can roughly be divided into two classes. In the rst the contact region by a simplistic combination of simple elements such as springs and dashpots. The contac Routh's popular model, for example, is equivalent to a possibly non-linear spring conne plunger (no tangential compliance). In the second class the contact region is modeled u mechanics. This class includes, for example, models based on Hertz contact with distri Incremental rigid body collision laws, such as Routh's law (Routh, 1897), Hertz-contact ments (e.g., Maw et al., 1981; Jaeger, 1994) , as well as more ad hocspring-dashpot type approaches (e.g., Goyal et al. , 1994) all depend on force-response rigidity, whether such an assumption i or not. That is, even when force-response rigidity may be an inaccurate description, t still be used to calculate a plausible collisional impulse.
Inalgebraic laws, impulse-momentum equations are used to summarize the mechanics of th and the netinteraction is predicted without paying attention to the detailed dynamic inte the collision. Algebraic laws are generalizations of the familiar 1D Newton or Poisson coe cient of restitution e. Algebraic rigid body collision laws (such as Whittaker's (1944) or Levinson's (1985) collision law, Smith's (1991) law, or the laws proposed in Brach's text impulse-response rigidity. Note that algebraic collision laws do not deny the existen during the collisions. They just do not pay attention to their details. As is commonly (see, e.g., Smith's paper), any given algebraic rigid body collision law should be lo approximate treatment, and not be expected to be very accurate in a general setting.
Infull-body-deformation collision treatments the deformations of the full bodies are mode the collision. If it is assumed that at times soon before and soon after the collision of the bodies have settled to something well described by rigid-body kinematics then th may still be viewed as a means to nding the collisional impulse between two rigid bodie known one dimensional wave propagation model of longitudinally colliding elastic bars (see also the model used by Stoianovici and Hurmuzlu (1996) ).
The algebraic and incremental approaches to calculating collisional impulses are someti respectively, 'soft' and 'hard' (Goyal et al., , 1994; Walton, 1992) . Algebraic laws are called 'hard' they do not pay any attention to the details of even the contact-region deformation. In are called 'soft' because they follow the details of some contact compliance model. and 'hard' are somewhat inverted in meaning however. 'Soft' collision laws actually stronger force-response rigidity (the whole body, but for a small contact region, behave throughout the collision) while the 'hard' collision laws depend only on the weaker imp rigidity (rigid motions only before and after the collision).
For further clari cation of these rigidity issues we consider a few example collision situations.
Routh's Law
Routh's law has received attention from many authors (e.g., Mayer, 1902; Plyavniyeks, 1986; Wang and Mason, 1992; Bhatt and Koechling, 1995; Batlle, 1996) . In addition to fo rigidity, this law assumes that the contact interaction is well-described by a (nonzero in the normal direction along with zerocompliance in the tangential direction. Since practi materials of common interest have comparable compliances in normal and tangential direction collision law is doomed to be inaccurate for at least some collisions of most real objects. Routh's collision law cannot under any circumstances predict spin-reversal of a superba do reverse spin (Johnson, 1983) ). See also, e.g., the comparison with nite element simu in Smith and Liu (1992) , where substantial di erences between the predictions of Routh' nite element solution were found in those cases where Routh's model does predict slip that both superballs and the short rods with hemispherical ends (of Smith and Liu) mig be treated as force-response rigid, but Routh's method fails nevertheless. Even if modeled are force-response rigid, incremental laws will still be only as accurate a behavior they assume in the contact region. Finally, note that the principal weakne method discussed in this paragraph is related to the incremental contact law and not to th criterion. Consequently, these inaccuracies will persist for approaches that use the relations but use a di erent termination criterion, such as the energy-based criteri Stronge (1991).
Robots and Linkages
One might assume that colliding robots/linkages are rigid with perfect constraints (see Koechling, 1993; Marghitu and Hurmuzlu, 1995; Mills and Nguyen, 1992) . Under such an a incremental rigid body collision laws might be used. However, robots are frequently slender components which are not expected to be force-response rigid. Moreover, smal like nite (nonzero) bearing clearances complicate matters further. To be e ectively for in a collision, a robot must have suitably rigid components and the bearing clearances and complianc e ects have to be negligible compared to the relative displacements in the contact region in the intermediate-sized region surrounding the contact point). Robots and linkages not be force-response rigid, but will be impulse-response rigid (for these objects the te M depends on all the rigid bodies in the chain).
Examples of nonlocal deformations in 'rigid body' collisions
Example 1 (Rods): In an interesting study of the non-longitudinal collisions of slende massive anvil, Stoianovici and Hurmuzlu (1996) nd that the coe cient of restitution dep on the orientation of the rods 5 . Such behavior is not foreseen in several papers on general where slender rods are used as 'example' problems (Brach, 1989; Stronge, 1990; Wang 1992) . The treatments in these papers are not wrong for 'rigid' rods in that they do not principles of mechanics. The treatments are just inaccurate for these slender steel rods. (Hurmuzlu, 1996) that such collisions should therefore not be treated as rigid body collisio several essential features of rigid body mechanics are retained even in these collision Ruina, 1997). It is more reasonable to conclude that the speci c models considered Stronge, 1990; Wang and Mason, 1992) are inappropriate. In particular, the assumption response rigidity is not appropriate for these collisions. However models based on rigidity (Hurmuzlu, 1997) or on full deformations (Stoianovici and Hurmuzlu, 1996) can applied to determine the relation between the before-collision rigid motion and the after motion.
Example 2 (Disks): In Chatterjee (1997) and Calsamiglia et al. (1997) , results are given of collision experiments with thin disks against a massive steel plate.
Practically all rigid body collision models, for the special case of sliding collision that the tangential component of impulse transmitted is equal to (coe cient of friction) times th normal component. This includes, for example, the models in Routh (1897), Whittaker (1944) , recent models as in Smith (1991) 6 . This idea is generally accepted as correct, particularly and disks, and has been veri ed for some cases (Maw et al. , 1981) . However, the new data (Chatterjee, 1997; Calsamiglia et al., 1997) indicates that for thin enough disks, even for collisions where the slidin direction is not reversed (i.e., in the 'sliding range'), the ratio of tangential to n constant { it can vary by roughly a factor of two. Only in the limiting case of graz for the disks studied, does the impulse ratio become approximately equal to the fric measured in separate experiments. The discrepancy between the standard frictional pre the experimental result may stem in part from the importance of the whole-body deforma collision (see discussion in Chatterjee (1997) or Calsamiglia et al. (1997) ). Again, the thin disk experiments do not negate the concept of a rigid body collision out shortcomings in particular laws and the need for care in the use of the term 'rigi impulse-response rigidity may apply.
Summary and Conclusions
Rigidity is not as well-de ned for collisions as for smooth motions, because deformation outcomes of collisions. In collisions, sti objects with small deformations may be appro at two di erent levels. The strong level of rigidity requires that deformations in the c strongly localized inside a small region whose inertia is negligible, and outside whic negligible; that the colliding object, even during the collision, behave like an ideal under the action of a large force at the contact 'point' (i.e., that rigid-body force-accele accurately describe the instantaneous interaction during the collision). Objects tha strong sense are called force-response rigid. Many sti objects of practical interest a rigid, but only impulse-response rigid. The weak, impulse-response, level of rigidity rigid body impulse-momentum relations accurately describe the net collisional inter that are rigid in this weak sense are called impulse-response rigid. Algebraic collision generally accurate, but assume only impulse-response rigidity, which is appropriate f objects than force-response rigidity. Incremental collision laws assume force-respon be accurate if the force-response rigidity assumption is justi ed and an accurate constitutive relation is available for describing the contact interaction. Otherwise, incremental collision something physically plausible and are not necessarily any better or worse than algebra
